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AB TRACT
This handbook, intended to accompany the Illinois

Test or Psycholinguistic Abilities, describes numerous remedial and
developmental activities for perceptual motor and psychomotor skills.
Observable classroom behaviors associated with various perceptual
motor and psychomotor disabilities (visual-motor channel disability,
auditory-vocal channel disability, decoding process disability,
association process disability, endcoding process disability,
auditory-vocal automatic disability, and sequencing disabil=ity) are
identified, along with suggested individual and group teaching
techniques. Discussed are remedial and developmental activities
designed to improve auditory reception, visual reception, visual
sequential memory, auditory association, auditory sequential memory,
visual-motor association, verbal expressions or encoding, manual
expressions, motor coordination and perception, visual closure, and
grammatic closure. Activities such as the following are recommended:
associating directional movements with drawing of a line on
chalkboard or paper (visual reception), tracing dot-to-dot pictures
(visual sequential memory), asking cause and effect questions related
to noise making activities (auditory association), making scrapbooks
on a certain theme such as facial expressions, furniture, or toys
(visual-motor association), and role playing with homemade costumes,
situations or puppets (verbal expressions). Records, tapes, and books
related to the above disability areas are listed in the appendixes.
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AUDITORY EPTIO

Remedial or Developmental Activities

1. Following directions time, such as movement of the body to audi-
tory cues (Simon Says), concepts of under, over, beside, on-tor-of, etc.

2. Listening time, children close eyes and identify clapping handstapping feet, knocking, snapning fingers, whistling, coughing, crying.

3. Identification time, children hear -cord of tape and identify
(discriminate) gross sounds such as train whistles, rooster crow, autohorn etc.

4. Rhyming time, discrimination reinforcement of rhyming words bat,cat, fat, sat etc.

5. Story time, children l istun to story such as "Billy Goats Gruff"
then discuss the plot, perhaps act it out.

s-ening Aids ThroughTh-rough tle trades by Russell; LiEtplliag_panes by
Hasler, and lackman. These books feature exercises in:

1. Auditory discrimination

a. Listen to note on piano, then indicate if following note
lower or higher.

b. With eyes closed listen to sound of object such as pouring
water, swishing paper, abacus or broom, then identify.

Listening for initial consonants. Teacher says, "Listen for
words that begin like (milk). Clap when you hear one. If
you clap at a word tYit does not begin with (milk) then youmust sit." She ther says, "my, much, house, man etc.'"

d. Tell, story such as "Old McDonald had a Farm" using some in-
correct animal sounds. children must catch the errors.

2., Comprehension

a. Use of "Tall Tales." Teacher tells brief adventure story con-
taining absurd statement. Children will recognize and discuss.

b. Children will give "Thumbs Up" sign in reaction to short sen-
tence which answers the question "How?". Teacher reads list
of sentence

Henry reads,very well.

The dog harked loudly.



A turtle crawls slowly.

The merry-go-round goes round and round.

(May be too difficult for first grade children).

Following Directions

a. One child is sele ted to "cross the road". The other children
close eyes. Leader then hop,. , walks, runs or jumps across the
room. He then asks how he got across the road. The next leader
is chosen from those who respond correctly.

b. Children follow oral directions to be the "Curious Traveler".

The traveler stood up. (Children stand)

He looked to the North.

He looked to the South.

Ife looked to the East.

He looked to the West.

He then turned around and faced the North.

Then the East, West, and South.

He then stood on tiptoe to see over his neighbor's fence.

Ile smiled at what he saw and sat down.

4. Descriptive Terms

a. Children describe a small, hidden object, such as a top, brace-
let, comb, ribbon. " 1 have something in my pocket that winds
up and spins, what is it?" The class must listen for descrip-
tive terms.

b. Older children (grades 2-5) like to listen for descriptive
words. Poems are read such as

1. "Firefly" by Elizabeth M. Roberts.

"White Season" by Francis Frost.

"Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost.

4. "The Hairy Dog" by Herbert Asquitt.



S. Interpret i.

a. primary Grades enjoy "Hen and Chickens' ". A child is selected
to be Mother lien, then leaves the room. The teacher designates
several children to be "chickens". All children put heads
down and cover mouths. Mother Hen returns and her "chickens"begin to peep. Mother Hen taps those children who are peeping.

b. Children close their eyes while the teacher bounces the ball
(4 times). She chooses a child to answer, "You bounced the
ball 4 times." if correct, the child may have the next turn.
Variations: The ball may be bounced twice, then a pause, thenbounces 4 times. The child answers, "2 and 4". This may
also be adapted to number concept of adding.

Kirk utilized several remediation techniques
and Remediation of Psycholinguistic Disabiliti (1966). A 1--yearlevel this three part program was used:

in The Diagnosis and

1. Detailed conversations, based on specific topics of interest tothe child, in which he was asked to reply to the comments of the tutor,
thus requiring decoding.

2. Answering questions about material which was read aloud to him ahis attention and concentration had been obtained.

3. Demonstration of understanding of material read aloud to him by
choosing the correct word (from several presented auditorily) to meaningfully replace a particular phrase from the story.

Kirk also recommended the development of word attack skills usingphonics instruction. This was followed by drill in sound blending. Another
approach. was the direct teaching of decoding concepts such as:

1. Hiding game using "up" and "down".

2. Use of drum to teach loud and soft.

3. Telling of "The Three Dears" to teach big and little.

4. Following directions to teach under, over,

5. Number concepts to teach counting games.

Kirk also re ommeded these Auditory Discrimination exercises:

1. Describe differences of sound with eyes closed.

2. Phonic drill -- sounds of letters

3. Gross discrimination betwLen unlike words.

10



Discrimination between isolated sounds.

5. Sound blending practice with phonemes and syllabicated words.

A. Activities with Tape Recorder

1. Prepare tapes which names several easily drawn nouns. Children
listen and draw the object. Gradually increase the complexity
of the description, i. e., a small house with three windows and
a tall door.

The same kind of tape can be prepared describing designs of
geometric figures.

3. Prepare a tape with various noises and sounds in the background.
Then record again, superimposing words throughout the noise.
Ask the children to listen and write down the words they hear.

B. Vocabulary games such as Password are helpful in developing
workable use of adjectives and adverbs.

Provide means by which children.must be constantly listening. A
series of quick oral questions following a reading lesson, with
children answering "yes" or "no" by holding up cards. This proce-
dure will hold their attention better than each child answering
one question.

D. Read a short paragraph aloud and then ask a series of brief questions
requiring recall of details and more involved comprehension.
-Train the Children to listen by requiring every child to partici-
pate in every question.

E. Build vocabulary through categor

1. Go around the room asking each child to name an animal, a state,
a flowe. etc.

2. A "category bee" can be played like a spelling bee. The children
take turns naming objects in a certain category, they must take
their seat when they fail to supply a word, the last one standing
is the winner.

F. Build vocabulary by playing analogy games. A hammer is like a saw
because

. An apple is like a poach because
When classifying pictures, objects or words, help the children to
verbalize the principle of categorizing.

G. Work on pairs of words -- opposites, ,synonyms, homonyms. Have the
children match them, illustrate them, etc. to help form associations.



General Suggestions for Improving Auditory Reception

1. Have the children listen to sounds inside and outside the class-
rooms, identify, discuss (are they big sounds or little sounds,
made by something big, little, alive, mechanical?).

2. Try out the child's knowledge of prepositions, i.e., under, in,
over, out etc. The children would follow the teacher's directions,
"Put the ball in the cupboard"; Jump over the ball.".; "Put the
ball under the table."

The teacher recites a familiar nursery rhyme; she pauses and all
the child to supply appropriate word or complete the sentence.

4. Have the child tell if a pair of words sound the same or different
i.e., see-she, moeme, life-like etc.

5. Require pupils to answer questions about material road aloud to
them. Work from simple to complex. First ask questions about a
sentence, then phrase, then short stories.

6. Have children identify oleic
cher.

or situations described by the tea-

7. The teacher defines a word and has the child redefine it in his
own words.

Check child's understanding of material read by the teacher. Have
the child choose the correct word, from several presented orally,
to meaningfully replace a particular phrase .from the story.

9. Use detailed conversations based on specific topics of interest to
the child, and require response to comments made by the teacher in
order to demonstrate decoding abilities.

10. Read aloud two sentences and the child is to identify them as mean-
ing the same thing; e.g. "The boy is trying to bail water from theboat." "The water in the boat must be removed by the boy."

11. "Yes - No - Maybe" questions; e.g. "children should have shoes."
"All women need a washing machine." This barber giver the best
haircut in town." "A red light means GO!"

12. The child is to identify the inappropriate word in a sentence read
aloud; e.g. "The boy walked quickly over the cloud."

12



VISUAL --CEPTION

Remedial or Developmental Activities

Visual Reception is a epresentational level function involving
understanding what is scun. Oa the :717, it is measurod by the picture
identification technique of selecting the most nearly identical picture
to a previously exposed icture.

Develormental or remedial activities include:

1. Many art activities, such as drawing or cutting forms and designs
which are exhibited by the teacher; filling an outline or "dot to .dot"
drawing; poinUing our an object or one of a claSs of objects from picture
or assortment of actual objects.

2. Give the child a picture with ions about look ng for
specific items or ideas.

3. Use pictures for sorting by categories. " "Dictionaries" may be
indexed in specific classifications and will correlate well with social
studies units used by utter grades.

4. Say words or sentences with lip movements only and see if the
child can decode visually what is said or follow directions given.
Write words or sentences in the air and see if the child can tell what
was written.

5. Using picture cards with which the child is familiar, expose
only a small portion of one card. See if the child can guess which lardis being held.

Use cardboard tules to sight and describe objects in the classroom.

7. Magnifying glasses or microscopes afire interesting materials to
the child. Describe in advance what lie would look for, and then have
him describe how he actually sees the object magnified.

B.' Size, form, and color can be utilized in visual decoding skills.
Parquetry blocks, using either form or shape or both; felt numbers, letters,
or figures; outlining boundaries between figure and ground with a black
crayon; and color and number exercises with the Cruisenaire RodF all
strengthen visual decoding skills.

9. , Further evaluation may be necessary with the Frostig Developmental
Test of Visual Perception. Specific remedial workbooks, ditto masters,
and suggestions to the teacher are available in the Frostig remedial program.

For further information: Jo Bush's Aids to Ps- holinguistic Teac in
(Merrill), and Robert Valett's The
(Fearon Publishers).

ation o Learning isal ilities



Visual Reception (Visual Decodin

The Kephart perceptual training program and the Frostig Pro -am for
the Development of Visual Perception present an extensive and detinitive
plan for remediation cif visual perceptual deficits and include specific
detailed techniques. The following are techniques which may be utili7cd
fc_)N- deficits:

Position in.F

1. Body lm Body concept and Body Schema

a. Child tone! ; various Parts of his body as they are named;
legs, arms, hands, finuers, head.

b. The above is repeated with child in different postures.

Locate
on each other and on a doll. Discuss the function of each
part.

count the different parts of the body on themselves,

.Tave the child identify and name the following parts of the
body. Arm , chin, ear, eye, finger , foot, head, leg,
mouth, nose, teeth, thumb, toes, tongue. Later add: ankle,
elbow, hair, hand, face,_ fingernail, heel, jaw, lips, neck,
shoulder, skin, wrist.

e. Directional Body Movements: associate directional move-
ments with drawing of line on the chalkboard, later on paper.
Draw lines up (away from the body), down (toward the body),
out (away from the body), and in (toward the body).

f. Imitation of Movements (Kephart) and "Simon Says" games. Use
simple movements involving arms only at first, then add other
parts of the body movements for the child to imitate.

A human figure may be drawn on the chalkboard while the child
touches his own part of the body as it is drawn.

h. Child may complete a partially drawn figure.

I. Obstacle Course: Child may climb on a chair, jump over a
block, crawl under a table, go around a desk, stand in a
box, step out of a circle, step over a yardstick across the
seats of two chairs, squeeze through a narrow opening
without touching (two chairs back to back)

The child may imitate various body positions as seen in pic-
tures as in Frostig.

14



erality diffe tiation of ri. ;ht and left.

Iden Acation of right or left hands or feet from pictures.
(Frostig)

Identification of right or left sides, other body parts from
pctur,-2!-=,

Following directions, "Simon Says" game, "Hickey pokey" song
all may be used to develop lcientification of laterality.

d. Stepping stenos: red and black squares of cardboard are
placed around the room in a pattern (Kephart). Child is
to place his right foot on the red squares and his left
foot on the black squares as he walks on all the squares.
The right and left foot may be identified by red and black
ribbons respectively at first.

Foim placement in spare.

a. Child ma- place cut out facial features on an oval of paper.

b. Child may assemble puzzle at human figure parts.

c. Forms, such as squares, triangles, rectangles, may be arranged
so that they all stand on a corner or a specific side. Blocks
may be similarly manipulated.

Visual Motor Coordination - the ability to coordinate vision with
movements of the body or with movements of a part or parts of the body.

1. Ocular Pursuit

a. Drive a thumbtack into the eraser of a common pencil so that
the head of the tack is paralled to the length of the pencil.
Hold the pencil in front on the child's face. Maintaining
about a 20 inch radius, move the pencil slowly and laterally
to right and left. The child is to hold his head still and
follow the movement of the tack with his eyes. Move to
about 18 inches in each directiOn. Movement should be con-
sistent and smooth. (Kephart)

b. Repeat above exercise using vertical movement, then diagonal
movement, then rotary movement, then repeat with each eye
separately. (Kephart)

c. Marsden Ball (Kephart) a rubber ball is suspended by a stringfrom the ceiling. The child stands at arm's length directly
in front of the ball. The ball is set in motion and the
child must thrust out his finger and touch the ball when
directly in front of him, with the starting point of the thrust
varying from shoulder level, eye level, and hip level. Start
with a horizontal pendulum swing, then a fore and aft swing.
Progress to bunt the ball with a bat.
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d Any game or sport involving visual following of a moving
object , i.e. ball sports, rolling marble games, if they
are large enough for sufficient range at eye movement
(up to 18 inches) .

Chalkboard "Road" (1-,-0- drawn on the board with
the flatside of chalk. The child uses a plastic vehicle
to drive along the road. The road is straight at first,
then curved.

clock Game (Kephart) A clock diagram about 18 inches in
diameter is drawn on the chalkboard. Child is to place
his hands on two numbers, then bring his hands to the
center simultaneously. Kephart has a schedule of move-
ment combinations in order of difficulty.

g. scribbli chalkboard (Kephart) The child is to trace over
patterns of ovement to develop awareness of motor move-
ment which stands for a meaningful concept. Tracing
develops a permanent record of movement.

h. Lazy Eight - trace over a large "8" on a chalkboard.
Helps to establish visual control of a motor act.

Use stencils, Patterns, and worksheets to develop motor
control. Trace inside stencils and around patterns. (Fehr)

2. Directionality

a. Dot to Dot:
chalk on the
on the board
and does not
making dots
drawing his

b. Dot to Dot:

Dot to Dat:

Teacher makes a dot on the board. Child places
dot. Teacher places second dot at random
Child draws from first dot to second dot

remove chalk from the board. Teacher continues
always waiting until the child has completed
line. (Kephart)

use dashes at first for child to connect.

use worksheets with simple design,

. . ..

.5 4 . . . . 4 =

- .........

d. Progress to dot to dot pictures and games.

Directional differences: Lay out four identical books,
three facing in one direction and the fourth reversed;
have pupil point out and comment on difference. Extend
directional exercises with papers, pencils, nails, etc.
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Fine Motor Coordination

a. Cutting= 'ogress from cutting a fringe from a piece of
paper, to cutting off corners, to curved lines, to a variety
of angles, to combinations on angles and curves,

b. Cutting: use magazine outline forms; have child
cut out on lines. Use simple lines at first and have strong
figure ground relationships.

c. Fasting, placing exercises should precede pasting,
matching forms to shapes.

Tracing and co7arir trace and then color shapes that
gradually inerea n complexity of outline.

Copy forms: begin wItll 4 circle and use a template pattern.
The child may run his around the template, He then may
trace using the template, then trace without using the tem-
plate, then copy the circle, then reproduce the circle, then
varying by size, outline quality, directions, hands.

f. Copy forms: follow above procedure and copy cross, triangle
square, rectangle, diamond, letters, words.

Fingerpainting: for comparison of patterns, and colors, and
for matching patterns. (Kephart)

Form Constancy - The ability to perceive an object as possessing
invariant properties, such as shape, position and size, in spite of the
variability of the impression on the sensory surface. Brightness and
color may also be perceived as constant.

1. Col

Using the Peabody Language Development Kit, the child is
supplied with several color chips. A color card is shown
and the child matches the color chip to the card.

b. A color card is shown and the child names the color. He
then names all the objects in the room which match the co
(FLDK, 1965)

Each child is supplied with a complete set of color chips
which he uses to recreate a chain of color chips according
to various models.

d. Child matches colored chips to food of the same color in
food picture cards. Child names food and color.



ze, shape, position

Pegboard may b purchased or made (Kephart, 1960). Child
may copy forms, such as straight lines (Near the edge of
the board at first) , made on second pegboard.

b. Matchstick figures: child copies premado matchstick forms
which have been glued to wood or cardboard. Forms may con-
sist of square, double square, triangle, diamond, and the
following: (Kephart, 1960) .

1

L7-777-- -77-7,1
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c. Number recognition: child identifies number cards by name

(PLDK, 1965).

d. Child identifies household cards (PLDK, 1965) and tell whomay use the object and how.

e. Child matches capital letters to an identical letter in arow of letters. Process is repeated with lower case letters.
(Mcdee and Harrison, 1962)

g

Match a of of forms or pictures to others on a page.
Later use similar forms with different colors and match forShape.

Use sets of felt animals, flowers, birds, etc., with two or
three alike and one different. Forms may bo placed on a
flannel board and the child selects like forms.

h. Describe a common object as completely as possible. Ask
questions such as:

How big is it?
What color i,s it?
What is the shape of it?
What do you do with it?

Items may include a ruler, a'pentil, a crayon, a chalkboard
eraser, a book, etc. (PLDK, 1965)

i. Choose 2 boys and girls to stand in front of the group.
The group is-to see similarities and differences by answeringquestions, such as=

Are all 4 of these children girls?
Are all 4 of these children boys?
Are all 4 of these children dressed alike?
How are the boys dressed differently from the girls?
(PLDK, 1965)



Worksheet: Child is to identify an animal, flower, bird,
etc., in a box at the top of the page. He is then to color
all other similar figures on the page. (Figures may have
different positions, sizes, shapes). (Llorens, 1966)

k. Speech Rummy: Use about t=ent; pairs of duplicate picture
cards for two children. Six cards are dealt to each and
each child plays in turn, and lay all matching pairs- of
cards on the table. He then draws a card from the stack
and if a pair is made, he lays it down and draws again
until he no longer forms pairs, and he discards a card face
up beside the stack. The other player repeats and the game
continuos until cards in the stack are exhausted. (Bryngelson
and Glaspey, 1962)

1. Lotto games of many types may be used.

m. Old Maid games of many types may be used. Spider (Bryngelson
and Glaspey, 1962) consists of pairs of duplicate picture
cards (or form, or color) with one odd card (spider) . Cards
are dealt and each player lays down pairs and draws one
card from player to the right. When all pairs have been
laid down, the player holding the odd card is-the Spider.

n. Scrapbooks may be made with categories of objects for
each page.

Classification: from a selection of cards with pictures
of similar objects, child may sort according to use, placement,
etc:. (FLDK, 1965) i.e. from the 35 household cards the
child may sort:

All things found in the living room
All things found in the kitchen
All things found in the bedroom
All things found out of doors

or:
All furniture
All things used to clean the floor
All things used to help keep us clean

Food cards may be sorted according to breakfast, snacks, etc.

p. For children having difficulty in translation of a three
dimensional plane to a two dimensional plane and vice versa:
child may select blocks of different shapes to match pictures
of same shapes. Later child may identify picture of simple
objects constructed of blocks. (Frostig, 1964)

Epational Relationships - the ability of an observer to perceive the
position of two or more objects in relation to himself and in relation
to each other.
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1 Positions: child should be able to place objects in relation
to each other before attempting more difficult problems,
he should follow directions:

a. Place the red block in front of the
behind the ether; place one on to o
1964)

een block: place one
the other, etc. Pr-- ig,

b. Cut cut pictures and paste on heavy cardboard. Cut a
straight line through the middle of the card so that the upper
half is exactly equal to the lower half. Child must
match the halves of the pictures. Later cut pictures into
fourths, eighths, etc. (Kephart, 1960)

Formboard patterns as in Form Constancy except that forms
are to be made from patterns on paper. (Frostiq, 1964)

d. 1964)Black designs made from patterns on paper. (Fr stig,

2. Classification

a. "I Spy..." game. T1-1 child says, "1 see something (color)".
The others guess. (Llorens, 1966)

b. The clothing cards (PLDK, 1965) are presented. The child
identifies and classifies each card according to whether
the article is worn by a man or a woman. The cards are
then replaced and reclassified according to questions,
such as:

Which do we wear on our hands?
Which do we wear on our feet?
Viich do we wear at night?

c The fruit and vegetable cards (PLDK, 1965) are presented,
identified, and classified according to meal, color, taste,
etc.

d. A scrapbook may be made with pictures to illustrate facial
expressions, such as happiness, sorrow, anger, etc. Provide
as much or as little writing as the child can handle. Try
to .have the child "read" his scrapbook to others so he has
an opportunity to explain his choices.

e. A scrapbook may be used to illustrate descriptive words,
such as "slowly", "delicious", "energetic", etc.

A scrapbook may be used to illustrate sentences, such as:
is light.
is heavy.
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g. (PLDK)

Enumerate the kinds of things that can describe a person.
The child may describe himself to the group. The child may
describe himself on a tape recorder and may stand and gesture
during playback.

h. Film strips, movies, TV programs:
The child may interpret a single frame of the film strip, or
report on a TV prpqram. Questions should be asked to guide
viewing and help him to see important relationships. (Santa
Clara Dept. of Special Services)

Directions may be given in complete gesture form by the
teacher for the child to follow.

Synthesis

a. The child may complete many different means of
following a pattern, such as:

Building models
Carving designs or forms
Woodworking
Cooking
Reading maps

b. Puzzles: Use commercial puzzles with forth or picture more
striking than shape of individual pieces, so that the child
will use the entire shape of the piece to solve the problem.
Figures should be sharply defined. Emphasis should be on
picture-figure, not pieces and forms themselves (whole rather
than detail.) (Kephart, 1960)

Fi -ure Ground Perce_tion = the ability of an observer to perceive
a prominent object or set of objects as a focus of attention, and to
delegate less important objects to the background.

1. Classification:

a. The child should point out various categories of objects,
such as round things, red things, etc., in a room or play
yard. They then may pick out specific objects, such as a
particular book, picture, or toy. As the exercise
continues objects should be less and less conspicious.
(Frostig, 1964)

b. The child is given a number of plastic toys consisting of
two identical types. The child is to place identical toys
in separate piles. Vie task may be complicated by addition
of categories, increasing the number of toys, using items
identical except for color, size, etc.
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The child may be asked to find one different item in a
group of like items, i.e., a square button in a box of
round ones, a large block among smaller blocks, a green
marble among blue ones, etc. (Frostig 1964)

d. Sorting: child may sort objects of two or more types
which are togther. Objects may be sorted as to shape,
size, color, and texture. (Prostig, 1964)

The good cards (PIIH, 1965) showing the components of
a good dinner may be presented. The children may name
the foods. Individuals may pantomime the eating of specific
foods and have the group identify by action the food being
eaten.

The child should asked to select items from boxes con-
taining many different items. At first the items in the
boxes should differ greatly from each other, but later the
differences should be minimal. (Frostig, 1964)

Prepare short question papers about certain places and ask
the child to go there, observe, and record the answers.
(Santa Clara Department fo Special Services) Questions:

How many doors lead off the main hall?
How many windows are in our room
How many trees are in the front school yard?

h. Classify animals
two feet, move on 4 feet, crawl, 1 leap, climb, swim,
etc.) Classify animals according to how they live: on
land, in water, land and water, air and land, air and water.
(PLDK, 1965)

ording to how they move (fly, move on

Child may think of all ways clothes are fastened. He may
then think of how clothes that he is wearing are fastened.
He may name all clothes that have no fasteners. (PLDK,1965)

Think of all the different things to see while walking
downtown, to school, to the store, etc.

2. Discrimination

Gross differences: point out varied objects in classroom,
yard, field trip, and comment on visual differences; child
is then required to review objects visually and elaborate on
differences.

easure hunt: the child may follow clues to a "treasur



A story of a description of a series of pictures in a book
may be taped. The child may look at the pictures and point
out dotailL; mentioned on tape. This will help him to under-
stand what to look for in a picture.

d. "Wake up": one child hides his c yes while another child
points to an object in the room. He tells the child to
"wake up" and find the selected object. A systni of toll-
ing the child if he is "hot" or "cold" may limit the game.
(Bryngelson and Glaspey. 1962)

Many "hidden pictures" games may be found in children's
magazines and books. Forms are hidden by use of indefi
outline.and lines in common with background.

f. Common objects may be hidden around the room and the child
informed as to tht_ type of object hidden. All objects are
to be plain sight and within a specific vortical range.

g. Concrete objects: place pencil, clip, pen, pencil, stick,
nail, and bolt on the table; present child with a second
pencil and ask him to point out the other one that "looks
similar to this one.'' Extend exercise with varied objects.

h. Explaining the significance of action pictures; e.g. if the
picture shows a farmer milking a cow, the child should dis-
cuss what is ocurring and why.



III, VISUAL S t IAL Mt MORY

erll it Developmental Activiti

Visual Sequential Memory is the ability to correctly reproduce a
sequence of symbols previously seen. On the ITTA subtest, pictures
or geometric dosijns are presented to the child and then removed for
him to duplicate.

1. Simple r call activities such as hiding objects around the
classroom with the child watching. See how many h3 can find in a
certain time allowance.

2. Place a series of objects on a desk or table. Give a certain
exposure time, have the child look away, and remove on Have him name
or find the missing object.

SeguencirN and copying hand signals, such as holding up one
finger, two fingers, making a circle with the index finger and thumb.
When the child can copy several, the teacher can pattern two or three
for the child to copy in order.

4. Copy simile patterns, beginning with tracing the patterns
if necessary, Mimeograph mazes to strengthen left to right progressions
for tracing or following the pattern, or filling in the missing part.

5. Activities using felt or sandpaper numbers and lctters often
assist the child in visual sequencing. After number order is learned,
let the child find a missing number from numbers in order. Let him
look at a short series of numbers (or letters, or shapes) , then remove
one when he looks away. Then ask him to find the missing number (or
letter, or shape) from a selection of several possibilities,

6. Pictures of activities which tell a story in sequence could
be used, first tellin the story aloud, then having the child sequence
from visual association and memory only.

7. Tracing dot-to-dot pictures or letters 'f the alphabet give
good drill.

8. Concentration cards and object games require visual retention.

9. Use transparencies with math forms, problems, spelling words, etc.
Let the child view for a few seconds, then try to copy from memory.

10. Visual memory game, with one child as "it". Ee touches an object
and calls on another child; that child touches the same object and then
one more. Game continues until so many objects are touches that no player
can successfully touch all objects in order.

11. Make patterns with wooden beads, buttons, color chips; let the
child match with the model first, then take the model away and see if he
can repeat the pattern.
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12. Commercially published or homemade cartoon sequences, from the
Sunday comics are interesting for older children. Also com:10
puzzles, from the simplest to the more cemplex, can be used.

Thera eutic

1. The development of discrimination and 3equencing abilities in
response to the presentation of visual stimuli through the use
of manipulative materials.

Manufactured items available through creative playthings, Inc.

1. -,ensery aids

De..rn Cubes (blocks in a wooden _x) AT746

Geometric insets ( metal cut-outs 5, square
matching insets) AJ114

Design stamps (rubber stamps laminated to 4 sides 0
wood blocks) AH016

plan ulati projects

Graded circles, squares, triangles in a form beard AN100

or peg L arils and pegs AN111 and An113 respectively.

Parquetry blocs AT263

3. Nuaiil Er Patterns

Number sorter (wooden dowels arranged in sequence from
single dowel to five dowels which are inbedded in a 16"
long board. Fifteen 211" rubber squares fit over the
dowels, AN12O.

sequence counter (numbers 1-10 are printed on a counting
board; disc are placed on rods to correspond with printed
materials numbers) AN347

4. Space Relations

Jumbo transparent geometric, solids AS715. Planes and
solid geometric forms (wood) AN219.

Rubber oversized parquetry (100 equila ed triangles) AT673

Geometric rubber mosaic tiles A.1115.

5. Language Arts: Matching and Sequence

See-Queer (a sequence story in the form of a puzzle; 4,
6 or 12 picture sets.



t.itoh-ottes (10 inlay beards with objects and words;
mitching car -Is are red below haekground Lllustries)
AA327.

?unic r~ memory game (playces remember locations of
matching cards) AA993

Match picture-match word 1 sets; ftlAA31-15 transp
ta_ion, birds, animals; #2AT31f, Boats, consl:ruction,
flowers, fish, circus).

Match word wood pu2zles (match object to word): AA681

Our Room; A;W382 G1:1 AA683 Boy; Ai\684 Fain

Dolch Reading Readiness Carcg c_ -s (3 games:
and word matching involved) AA367.

b. Formulated activities which assist in the development of
visual. d1scrimin=ttion and visual memory abilities.

1. Kirk

a. Discrimination

Work sheet :with series of animal pictures; child is
asked to select pictures that is different.

Discuss likeness and differences of objects in a
room.

Cut up 1 of 2 duplicate pictures; child is to reassemble
puzzle picture to correspond with whole picture.

Object collections (sorting activities) matching words
and pictures.

b. Visual Memory

Present objects in a serie; remove some; children
must tell which ones are missing. D.71w a picture or
pattern from memory.

Shape and color games; match and arrange in a particular
order.

2. Kirk

The child may be asked to duplicate a series of blocks
(towers Jr houses) by the teacher.

b. The child may be asked to pick up blocks in a specific
order and drop them down a long tube.

c. Newspaper folding from memory, after watching teacher.



d. Finding specific blocks which the teacher has hidden.

Toad stringing--the teacher could set up a pattern and
ask S to predict what bead would come next in the pattern.

f. Practice in recalling objects, pic= tures, and people.

g. Following mazes.

h. Drawing in missing parts in pictures.

i. Imitations of to ol 's movements, rhythmi,7 tapping, c.

Selecting cards in one

k. Treasure

Ocular motor pursuit.

m. Completion of pictures and geometric Tms with missin-
parts.

Drawing objects in sequence me rlory.

o. Exercises in the completion of words with missing It
or sentences with missing words.

p. Wore] a= mnay flashed for the child and then he can beasked ! te these from memory.

q. Bead patterns may be reproduced from memory, beginning
with one shape and two colors, then using two or more
shapes and two or more colors, each time working up to
a sequence of eight blocks.

Parquetry blocks can also
be used. Some time can be spent learing sequence kinos
ticallY, (feel the object, say what it is with oyes
covered, then review the sequence verbally before repro-ducing it with the beads of blocks.

Worksheets on completion of patterns, spatial relation
positions of objects in space may be taken from the Continental
Press Materials.

s. Raised geometric shapes can be traced on a rubber pad.
These may be cut out and arranged in specific orders frommemory.

The child could be asked to begin a dot-to-dot picture
and to periodically stop and conjecture as to what the
picture will be when it is finished (they can finish the
picture to see an object).

Monroe

a. Disc_imina ion



Picture matching.

Compare and contrast pictures.
Determinations of size: nested cubes, graduated
towers, three boars.

Color: Touch something blue.
Children wearing red may skip.

Shape: Out] ines and silhouettes; shadow farms and
cloud formations.

Poslion; lip and down; loft to right; on and besid

b. Wmery

Sequential pictures.

Present picture; remove; children tell story.
Close oyes and describe object in room.
Cover familiar object with cloth; have children
guess what it is.

4. -sell

a. iscDiscrimination

Match short sentences with pictures.
Match tiles with paragraphs.

Li,=:][2aEK

Scrambled sentences.
Scrambled events (in sentence form) from stories.

Agranowitz

a. Discrimination

Present the child with a picture; instruct him to
find something square, big, small, red, etc.
Match pictures with real objects.
Match letters in upper and lower case.

Memory

Following a piece of oral reading, randomly -Present
seris of pictures; child is to rearrange them in
prole order and relate the narrative.

etc.



Klein employs dimensional transition in perceptual training
to increase visual discrimination and memory. Special training
devices such as gloves with magnet attached, blocks and form
boards ro utiliod in this approach. The steps in sequential
training ipvolvel

a. Use of thr_e dimensional objects.

b. t.
F. aces with flat lative two dimensional dupli-

cations of the :,lame objects (transitional dimensions)
.

with pict ros of the various

2. The utilization of the sof exponential repertoire in dealingwith the discrimination and sequoncing of visual sumbols. A major pro-
ponent of this approach is Sylvia Asht-n-Warnor.

Ashton-Warner states that they first words a child reads as well as
the first books in which he roads them "musr. have intense meaning for achild". They must he part of his being." This philosophy is implemented
by the development of a key vocabulary, which consists of wore:, selectedby the child himself. Every clay additional words arc' written on large,
heavy cards and are given to the child. These words are placed within
a sequential framework during the writing period. Amain, the child is
the one who integrates his words into his writing vocabulary. The wordcards are used a third time when the child narrates a story to his toachor
who prints it on heavy paper and allows the child to illustrate it.
Children read their own and one another's stories.

This form of reading not an end in itself. Ashton-Warner charac-
terizes it as a stopping stone to standard reading materials.

Briefly, this philosophy for the "teaching" of reading involves an
indirect method of sequencing letters into words and words into sentences.
Initially, the child creates hi own symbolic sequences.

3. Analytical approach for the utilization of all sensorimotor avenuesfor the discrimination and sequencing of visual stimuli. Fernald is the
major proponent of this technique.

At the onset of her retraining procedures, Fernald also allows her
students to select their own symbol (word) sequences. These words aretaught in a four-stage process. The first stage involves combined tactileand auditory contact with the word by simultaneously tracing and saying
the word. In addition, the student writes the word once and incorporates
the word in a story, Which is immediately typed. The second stage omits
the tracing activity. By the time the child reaches the third stage he
is able to look at a word and say it before he writes it. At the fourth
stage the child is able to recognize now words from the similarities
they display to words he has already learned.

The implementation of this technique with children who show impaired
visual sequencing ability would involve the inclusion of additional sensori-
motor modalities (auditory, tactual-kinesthetic, visual-motor) in the
retraining procedures.
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similar multi-sensory approach is suggested by Brueckner and Bond
in the relodiation of spelling difficulties. They suggest that spelling
disorder, ary. In some spelling disorders, weakness in word analysis
may be a result of a lack of knowledge of letter sounds, an inability to
lend sounds and other faults revealed by reading diagnosis. Treatmentfor these types should begin with procedures for overcoming reading diffi-

culties and then be carried over into oral and written ppolling.

In other speilLng disorders, weaknesses are not associated with
reading but with the inability to recall what the words look like, how
it is pronounced and how the elements are spelled. A direct attack on
the spelling difficalty is then suggested. In remodiation, nruecliner
and Be;. A iggest that emL,lasis be placed on the spelling of word elements
and aiding recall by using visual auditory and kinesthetic imagery.Ti rst, the child rut learn to associate sounds of single letters and
their written symbols and then proceed to the study and writing of letters
and phonograms. The process increasing in complexity until the child
becomes familiar with the spelling of the great number of useful word
elements necessary r spelling.

4. Spontaneous or random combination of sensorimo-1- modalities during
retraining sessions.

Sensorimotor modalities are used in combination with one anotheras needed id order to convey as much informaLi.pv) as possible relative
to the learning task at hand to the student. The rationale on which
this technique is based implies that the retraining of impaired modalities
is enhanced when eoTthined with the operation of more intact sensorimotor
modalities.
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IV. AUDITORY ASSOCIATION

Remedial or Developmental Activities

Auditory Association is a representational level function involving
the association of what is heard with previously heard auditory stimuli;
the ability to relate spoken words in a meaningful way. The ITPA subtest
uses a familiar analogy-type test to measure the skill; for example,
"Soup is hot, ice cream is

1. Select objects or pictures representing "hard or soft", "large or
small", "to work with or to play with". Give the child directions to select
all of a certain category, or to bring the certain one requested.

2. Place a word associations, such as "think of all the things that
would belong in a school room, or a kitchen, or a fishing boat", and "think
of all the things that you can think of when I say "boy" or "school" or
"Saturday".

3. Sentence completion games, involving listening to the stimulus
word at the beginning of the sentence and then completing it by associa-
tion e.g., "ice cream is ", "this summer I "my favorite
game is ". This may be varied by seeing how many 'right" answers the
child (or class) could think of in a certain time frame, or by having the
child tell something about why he selected a certain way to finish the
sentence.

4. Verbal classification of objects, three or four that go together
and one that does not (ball, bat, cow, mitt). Have the child answer ver-
bally which go together and why the other does not.

5. Cause and effect questions, "what would happen if you clap your
hands ?"

6. Story completion: Begin a story and let the child supply the end-
ing. Vary by. having the child guess what could have, happened if certain
other things had happened in the story.

7. Relationships, opposites, common characteristics of familiar words
for teachlng new association of "brainstorming" periods. For relation-
ships, name two items and have child tell in what category they belong:
for opposites, see how many or how quickly he can think of opposites to
familiar words; for common characteristics, tell how things are alike moving
always from the concrete to the abstract.

6. Problem solving: "What would you do if you found a dime in the
room?", increasing in complexity to such questions as "What would you do if
you saw a fire truck coming toward your house?"

9. Concepts or analogy thinking: "A car is to a road as a boat is
the water".
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10. Reading - Thinking 15, published by Continental Press; Dr.
books, riddle and rhyme books.

Remediation

In training inner language, Myklebust suggest that we must help the
child to better relate to hi environment. Toys representing familiar ob-
jects and experiences can be used. Flu iG taught by "make believe" to inte-
grate past experiences. Until he can engage in such behavior ho is below
the level where successful remediation can be begun. Associations must
be made between experiences and words hefOre inner language development
can begin. lie must learn the concepts and then the matching words. He
may need to learn to associate sounds with the things that make those sounds.
Records and tapes can be used to have him learn that birds make certain sounds,
as do ringing bells, etc. He may need to see the actual object producing
the sound before. he can form this concept.

Remediation y have to begin at the visual-motor level with the use
of objects that he can arrange in meaningful relation to each other. These
can then he associated with the names beionging to them. If the child has
skills in the visual-motor channel that are superior to his auditory-vocal
skills, it may be helpful to use visual cues such as pictures and objects
to help him gain these associations.

Before the child can begin to make associations and make meaningful
relationships it may also be necessary for him to gain experiences with
the concepts of words. He should learn time relationships such as, before,
now, later. He can learn to associate feelings with words by acting out
such things as happy, sad, afraid.

Action games can be used to help the child associate words with the
proper concepts. For prepositions he can gu over, under, around etc.
For adverbs the child can walk quickly, slowly, quietly, etc. He can learn
the verbs by acting them out and then associating the proper word name,
such as eat, run, walk, sit. In learning to use adjectives he can find all
the things that are fuzzy, beautiful, etc.

The child needs to learn that a word or two words sounding alike
May have different meanings such as "Eddie rode his bike," "The road whip
made a loud noise." By using these words in context the child can associate
the proper meaning with them.

Cruickshank suggests giving environments for words to aid in associa-
tion. In learning the meaning of the word milk the child can learn milk
bottle, glass of milk, drink of milk, please pass the milk, etc.

In Auditory-Vocal Association, the concepts of similarities and
differences are important. The child may have to begin at the level of things
that are exactly the same before he can see how different things have simi-
larities.
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Before learning to compare, tee child must learn the ways in which
things can be compared. He can learn that things may look alike or differ-
ent, they may have the same feel or color. He can learn how things func-
tion and what they are 'or,

The word apple could he usedu°ed tc have the child extend ..ne meanings for
this word. He could learn that, apples grow on trees, some apples are
juicy, some apples are red, some green, and some yellow, apples are good to
cat, apples are used to make pies. The teacher can ask questions such
as, what can a boy do? What can a dog do?

The child can learn to associate the various properties of things
by being given a description such as "I am red, I am round, you can play
with me, I can bounce, what am I?"

When the child has learned some of the ways used to compare, he can
begin to see relationships and classifications. He can begin to tell how
things are similar. For instance, how an apple and a banana are alike. He
can begin with concrete ideas such as we eat them, and move to more abstract
ideas such as, they are both fruit. The teacher can suggest ways to the child
and ask questions such as "no they look alike, do we do the same things
with them, etc."

The child can learn synonyms, What other words mean big, or happy
etc. Which word means big, small
be good is to be

large. Sentences can be used. To

After the child has learned similarities he can begin to learn differ-
ences. He can begin finding differences in things in the same manner as
he learned similarities. For ins'ance, hcs1 do they look different? He should
be taught the concept of opposite and learn word pairs that are opposites,
such as big-small, hot-cold, etc. He can play action games going up and
then down making a happy face and than a sad one, stopping and going, etc.

When the child has learned the concepts of similarities and differ-
ences he can begin to use them together. He can find the similarities and
differences such as how an elephant and an ant are similar and different.
He can begin with the easier concepts such as they are both anmals, the
`elephant is big and the ant is small. He can then move to th- more abstract
relationships. The child can listen to sentences such as "The little child
looked after the small dog." and "The fast train went by the slow one."
He can then be asked whether the child and the dog were alike in size,
and whether the trains were alike or different.

The child can next begin to work with classifications or categ
ies. He can begin by using more familiar classifications such as : animal,
things that children can do, things to eat, places to go, things found on
the farm etc. He can than use smaller catecTerin such as farm animals,
zoo animals, etc. Sentences can be used se;, as "i! I went to the ZOO, I
would see a ". Lists of things sn7h a= cat, dog can be said
to the child and he can be asked which cater, tnese belong in The child
can also be asked which items do not belong in the animal category, such as
cat, apple, bear.



A game can be played using similarities to find things fitting in
certain categories such as, fast. (Fast as a shooting star, fast as an
angry bee, fast as a jet).

In developing the concept of word relationships, questions similar
to those in the auditory-vocal subtest can be used. (A boy is to a girl as
a man is to a .)

These sentences should begin at the concrete level such as objects
and their function (write-pencil, cut-scissors) and go to more abstract
relationships.

The child can also work with free associations with words such as
all the things he can think of related to the word shoe (sock, foot, walk,
etc.) He can be given series of words and find those that are related and
those that are not related such as: coin, quarter, tree, mouth, penny, buy.

Finally the child must see relationships and develop concepts of
causality. Stories can be read to the child and he can be asked to tell
what they are about. He can be helped to -find the main idea or meaning
of the story and choose a title that is best for it. He can be asked
questions about what he learned from the tcry. Who was bigger, who was
most important person in the story, etc.

The child should learn to answer questions such as Who? What?
When? Why? Where? How? Sentences and phrases can be used to have the child
tell if they tell who? where? etc. (e.g. Dick, is on a street each day.)
By answering these questions the child can be directed to learn the cause
and effect relationships in stories and in his own experiences.

Many of the activities suggested in this section can be found in the
basic reading series texts and workbooks. Many of the activities are sug-
gested for written exercises but can be adapted for oral use. A listing of
the activities can be found in the index of skills under such headings
as categories, classification, synonyms, homonyms, word meanings, and
word relationships.
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V. ADOrToRY SFOUENTTAL MEMORY

pcmodial or Doyeiopmentl Activiuics

Auditory Seouential Memory in t ability to opeat. A socuonco
iously iward, meaJaed on Chis subtaist; by th.1) rorOiti,,m or nnnhorn.

1. FollOwisg :b-,.2,-.dito directions: activities involvino doing some-
thing in a. seaueueo. Hee now mally or iellomnfed aud fol1 c,wo3 witli ono
tolling. ":,i.g.,eu osro'ailly. T wont you to no to the blaol:on,H, aet a
piece of calk and e6,1 it to

2. Poia;ohal data: Child should bo taught to say on cuo (c.eF,tion)
basic information such as nama, aoe, address, possiblv telefl',1(ati,: number.

3. R(2poainq numbers forward, "Say 1-5, 0 -3-2-6-7", thou repeating
numbers Daciards.

4. Ropcat lettcrs forward and bac%wards. Make moro dificult V
asking, "What comon before: M, or aft6r T, or two lottors hororc S."

5. AcLivitios involving repeating what has boon sold and adding one
more, such as, "I wont to town and I saw a The next child must
repeat the carrier rant cc repeat what the Eirst c1i lii said, and add some-
thing new. Continuo until no more can be r,rmembered.

G. Repetitious sonton.0:-;, songs, or poems, suc!1 as "Old MacDonald Had
A Farm".

7. Spelling Does.

8. Sequence stories, either using a visual clue or without visual
assistance.

9. Read a story. The child answers questions regarding the content
or reproduces the story in his own words. Giving the child cues about what
to expect and remember often aids retention.

10. Music and rhythm sequences; clarTing hands, drum beats, songs with
repetitions.

11. Present related and unrelated words for verbatim repetition.

12. Simple finger plays. Talking Time and the Peabody Language Development
Kit manuals have some excellent ones.

For further lnformLtion: Jo Bush's Aids to Psycholnguistic Teaching (Merrill),
and Robert Valett The Romodiation of Loarning DisabiliC=s- (Fearen Publishers).



1. Repetition of tapping patterns and/or drum rhythms. The subject
is instructed to listen carefully to the patterns to be presented. Initially
begin %,-=Lh simple beat patterns and increase the complexity of the patterns.
Various materials which may be utilized include: drum beats; clapping hands,
piano keys or simply reproducing the pattern by tapping the tables. In this
manner the eebjeee is encouraged to "liE-.en" and "do exactly what Y A ".

2. Identifying objects from the examiner's description. Begin with
appropriate objects is extremely important. The objects should be simple
so as not to include other variables in the activity? The subject is re-
quired to retain all c2scriptive words in order to properly select the
correct object. The examiner should also be cautioned as to the child's
level of functioning. Does the child understand what words are being
employed. Inadequate performance may be related to an inability to under-
stand the spoken word and not to retention.

Repeating dieections exactly. Instruct the child to say "what I
say." If the response is correct, reward the child and gradually increase
the complexity of the command. Nonsense syllables may also be utilized.
Reinforcement is presented if the child reproduce exactly what was said
m3 not for whether or not the direction or command was understood. This
should be made clear to the child.

4. Show me. Rather than use digits or nonsense syllables, objects
may be pr=esented in order to familiarize the child with the materials which
vyill eventually be presented. Begin by requiring the child to hand you 2
cbjects. Eventually increase the number of objects to be selected.

5. Simple commands. Direct the child to perform various tasks. This
activity is particularly flexible as the commands may be focused directly
upon the child's interests. In addition, the commane- mey be varied and
carried out in airy environment;, the home, school, playground, and/or clinic.

6. Follow the leader. This particular activity is another variation
of the simple commends activity although it may appeal more to the young
-child due to its gamelike characteristics.

7. Simon-Says. The child is instructed to either repeat nonsense
syllebles, digits, words, sentences, etc., or present them to other members
of the group. Often if the child is given the opportunity to select the
subject matter of the exercise, the degree of motivation is increased.

8. Singing and listening musical games. Tapes and records are available
which encourage better listening habits. A list of these is presented in
the bibliography. Many times to stimulate better listening, the teacher
may ask ,ample questions.

9. Listening for words with similar sounds. This particular activity
also emphasized better listening habits although sound discrimination is an
important factor to consider in this activity. Because discrimination of sounds
is present, the chLld is required to listen in addition to performing another
task. However, this is a more comple:4 type of activity.
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10. Showing concrete objects and having the child describe them. This
activity is particularly effective in a group situation. Each child describes
the object with a single word, as each child takes his turn he must repeat
the previous descriptive words.

11. tuestions of simple facts. The teacher asks the child questions
such as, "What is your name and age." This activity assumes that the child
is able to comprehend the spoken word. However, questions are related to
information the child should know. (name, age, etc.)

12. Telephone and address activities. Numerous methods and exercises
may be presented utilizing telephone numbers and addresses. Recalling your
neighbors address and/or telephone is variation of this activity.

13. Poems and rhymes. Present simple, familiar poems and rhymes and
eventually expect the child to recite these. The degree of reiteration of
the sample poem should indicate the subject's level of recall.

14. Calendar days. A large calendar can be utilized to stimulate re-
tention of digits. The child, for example, is instructed to remember the
numbers under the heading Monday once the examiner has presented them
auditorily. Tf necessary, the calendar may be used as visual reinforce-
ment although this is discouraged as recall of digits is the emphasis.

15. Going shopping. The child is instructed to select an imaginary
store of his choice. The child then selects a variety of objects, gradually
increasing the number of items purchased. This particular activity may
also be effective in a group situation.

16. Comprehension following the reading of a paragraph. Short stories
are read and the child is instructed to answer questions related to the
subject matter of the story. Once again the progression is from the simple
to the complex.

17. Long term memory may also be stressed through the use of chorus,
liar stories, and popular songs.

18. Actual drill work or activities emphasizing the recall of digits
is also stressed. Modifed procedures similar to the standard digit span
tests are suggested. Here it is important that the child have a variety
of number sequences so that recall and retention and not learning patterns
are emphasized.



VI. VISUAL -MOTOR ASSOCIATION

Remedial or Developmental Activities

Visual-Motor Association is the ability to relate meaningful visualsymbols. It is tested on the ITPA by having a child select a picture that
relaie most meaningfully to a given stimulus picture. This is a represen-
tational level function.

1. Lotto games for visual matching.

2. Have the child find pictures that fit into different categoric
things to wear, transportation, farm animals, etc. Games may be played by
timing the children on how many they can find that fit into each category,
or the teacher can make a bingo-like game by assigning each child in the
group his own category and calling or showing the pictures.

3. Draw pictures about stories that have been read.

4. The Ideal Magic Cards illustrating classification, opposites,and sequences.

5. Matching identical elements such as identical color and form toidentical function. Match patterns.

5. Story pictures, with drill in following the steps in a story by
arranging the pictures in proper order. The Instructo activity kit on
sequencing, or any of the commercially published or "homemade" sequence
story cards are an excellent resource of visual association.

7. Finding incongruities in pictures, "What is out of place, or missing".This may be done with ditto material or cut-apart pictures. Give practice inselecting the correct body parts or specific animals, or play social studies
games to match specific plants or animals with a specific area

8. The facial discrimination cards in the Primary Peabody LanguageDevelopment Kit have many adaptations for visual association.

9. Use color to have the child wearing. something the same color tostand, or take a color card and match it to something another child is wearing.

10. Provide auditory clues as often as possible to assist the child inlearning to use his visual channel more effectively.

For further information: Jo Bush's Aides to Psycholinguistic Teaching (Merrill),
and Robert Valett's The Remediation of Learninn Disabilities (Pearon Publishers).

ot- Association

1. Utilizing the circle square and triangle form templates, the studentcan begin to utilize visual motor association. at a beginning and concrete level.
After the child accomplished this task, he could move up to more complicated
forms utilizing rectangle, .pentagon, quadrangles in a similar manner.



2. The Winter oven Perceptual Copy Forms Test contains some square, triangleand circle tracing Eons that could be utilized to strengthen a child's x= visualmotor association at a beginning concrete level.

3. The Frosti,i Visual Perception Program utilizes a very extensivetraining program, for visual perception. The program consists of a largenumber of training copied from available ditto masters. The tasksare sequenced in orier of difficulty and begin at the kindergarten level.

4. Getting Ready to Read McKee contains over 100 lessonsof which about half of these lessons would be excellent training forvisual motor association. For several lessons, the child must associateanimal pictures together (categorization). In another series of lessons,the child is required to associate visual pictures that may begin withthe same sounds. Later lessons require the child to associate pictureswith words. This book contains several additional aids for remediation.The purpose of the book is to help children make "correct associations
between strange printed forms" through excre.ises using visual picturesand making the proper selection.

5. The teacher's edition of the? Sheldon Basic Reading Series PictureStories is another excellent book for the remediation of visual motorassociation. The entire book is 50 pages of colored pictures that requirevisual association and discrimination. e.g. which one is different? Theexercises of visual discrimination and association utilize diCferences inassociation due to the following:

1. Differences in colors in the pictures.
2. Differences in the details of the pictures.
3. Differences in the direction of the pictured objects.
4. Differences in form and shape of the pictured objects.5. Differences in "kind" of the pictured object.
6. Differences in place and position of the pictured objects.7. Differences of sizes in the various pictured objects.

6. Two additional books, Fun for All and Ready, Go contain severallessons in remediation that would be very effective for visual motor association.Both books are published by the American Book Company and are supplementsfor the Betts Basic Readers. Various remediation lessons supplied in thebooks are:

Classification. Have the pupils tell what is in each groupat the top: l uildings, food and animals. Then have them name
the object in Row 1, telling whether they are buildings, foodor animals. Do the same with the other rows.

2. Discrimination between objects. [lave the pupils underline thehen that is different from all the others. Do the same with
each row: (2) first cow (3) second pig (4) sheep.

3. Discrimination between colors. The pupils are to study four
colored balloons in each row and underline the one that is
different. Thee have them make the balloon at the right the
same color as the one underlined.



Intores_s: Background of Information. Follow the activityl
procedure as described. There are other areas covered Lo. the
two blocks with similar instructions as supolied above. These
areas are Discrimination- between farm and zoo animals, dis-
-crimination between details, diso,rimination between diffetor,t
shapes, discrimination between school and home activities.
These two books are highly recommended for remediation of
visual motor association. There are other lessons provided
that will help in remediation of the child's entire visual
discrimination process.

7. Three good sources for visual motor association remediation comes
from the "New Basic Readers Curriculum Foundation Series" published by
the Scott, Forsman and Co. The three books, "The New Before We Read,"
"We Read Pictures, and "We Read More Pictures," -contains several additional
lessons of remediation value. These lessons are similar to those mentioned
in conjunction with the "Sheldon Basic Reading Series-Picture Stories
mentioned earlier in this report. A brio
contained in the three books is:

sample of the type of remediation

1. Classifying objects and adding e;: ones to a list add nouns
to vocabulary

2. Visualizing and describing objects and adjectives to vocabulary...
3. Developing habits of careful attention to visual details and

reproducing these details in memory. Images promote growth
and ability to visualize....

4. Memory based on association: Several of the speech improvement
cards present ar'ticles customarily used together: (pencil and
paper) (Paint and brush)

.

5. Visual discrimination: To develop the ability to note likenesses
and differences, choose objects such as the following: two
sharpened pencils and one unsharpened one: two long yellow
pencils and one short one; two pieces of white paper and one
piece of yellow paper...etc.

The three books are loaded with information and lesson plans and various ideas
that are worthwhile remediation for visual motor association. The number of
possible lessons and valuable information is too numerous to mention in thisreport. The other lessons involved are similar to the remediation suppliedearlier in this report.

8. The Ginn Basic Readers Annual for Teaching Fun With Tom and Betty_ -and the reading readiness book, Pun With Tom and Betty is another valuable
supplier of remediation. This also contains lessons similar to the lessons
mentioned for the Sheldon Basic Reading Series-Picture Stories mentioned
earlier in this report. The Ginn book summarizes its content for visual
remediation with the following:

"Visual Discrimination. Another important purpose of these activities for
Reading Readiness in the development of attentive observation of the configuration
of objects, a skill which leads directly into visual memory for words and
habits of observation of word parts and letter forms so necessary to reading.
The activities for practice in the carefully graded steps of identifying
likenesses and differences foster this skill."
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Again, lessons are outlined in the manual and are too numerous to mention
:1-1 this report.

9. Another book from the Ginn Basic Readers i s the Manu nl for ,o
Ca me- rlay. Again the games involved in this book that could app / to

-.

remediaticn in this area are too numerous to mention. A few of the many
e.ctivitins offered in this book are mentioned as follows:

1. Several devised games are under the heading "Soo differonc
An example of one of these games is:
a. Plav a game of choosing big objects from a orou of object

alike in respect other than size. Vary the choices from
one uljjec h different out of four, to ©nc out of five objects.

For children who experienced difficulty in identifying
pictures of two identical objects similar to the pictures,
assign largo duplicated sheets of objects similar to the
pictures, assign large duplicated sheets of objects similar
to the pictures on p. 54 and 55. Vary the objects within
the bosos somewh4somewhat as follows." (a pictured diagram follower-

Several devised es are under the heaing "rind and Match .

An examole of one of these games would be to:

"nn this page are pictures of mother- and baby animals,
The first picture in each row is a mother animal. Draw a
line under it; then find the picture of the baby animals
in that row that belong to that mother and draw a line
unde the baby animals too."

10. The Sheldon Basic Reading Series also contains three additional
books that may be of value in remediation. The three books are "Here and
Hear, Here and Away, and Away and at Home. These books could bra utilized
to help the child in his association with pictured item in relation to
the specific areas covered in each of the books. Several lessons could
be designed utilizing the techniaues suggested in the Sheldon Basic Reacting
Series-Picture Stories.

11. There are several "work books that offer a great deal of remediation
in the area of visual motor association. Bach of these books contain several
exercises that require the drawing of a line from the letter to the pictures
that coincide with that letter and drawing lines to connect-pictures that
begin with the same letter. There aro a few basic remediation lessons similar
to the ones mentioned for other "picture books." The "Werk Books" are: Work
Book for Como Along, Think and Do Book, Improving my Speech, Reading for
Moaning Work Book or Tip, Tip and Mitten, and the Big Show, and Skills_ _
Practice for Learning Tog,7!tther.Learning

12. Three neiditfonel books that have information in they that is similar
to the information provided in the "work books" are: Talk, Read, Write and
1,3ston, Study Book for On Our 1.%ny, Time to Play, All in a Day, and basic
Reading Pre Primer.
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13. apbooks -ire excellent ways of helping ildr-
nond and associate pictures.

Examples:

-n to comr-o-

a scrapbook of categories-- furniture, toots, toys.
l). a scrapbook which illustrates wuch sentences as

is light; is heavy.
3. a scrapbook which illustratc4 descri.otive words;

slowly, delicious, energetic.
4. a scrapbook of Facial oxpressions = -h at tines, sorrow,

anger.

1-1,uire as much or a little writing as the child can handle. Always try
t) have the child " "r ad his scrapbook daily to you or to another child so
tliat he has an oppor:unitv to verbalize the principals behind his choices.

14. Sorting act...vities are excellent for developing associational
skills.

1. Sorting small objects to size, shape, fu c ion, or material.
Sorting pictures into categories.

3. Sorting words into categories.

15. ;lave the ch:'_ld make a aic e dictionary of words he has in his
reading and spelling. By associating the picture wit the written word,
he is heluJ. a to stabilize that visual relationship.

16. Many pictures are presented to the child. He selects the items
that fit into a nredosignatOd classification such as 7arm animals, household
items, etc.

17. The child is asl ec how two similar pictured objects (e.g. , car and
truck) are alike or different. Ho may respond vocally or by pointing to
some similc.r feature, such as the tiros, windows, doors and engine. A

modification of this exercise is possibl,:, when four pictures are presented
to the child. lie is to identify the pi,.:Lure that is sot related to the
other three and explain his choice, (e.g. i:ar bus, truck, and snake).
The child should idertify the snake as bein, in because the
others arc used for transportation.

18. Story pictures may drawn on cards. The child arranges the
cel.-:- according to the context of the story. Initially the story may be
told while the child is observing the pictures in the proper sequence.
Then the cards are mixed for the child to rearrange the order. During
the rearrangement, tic child can recall the sotry with the cards as cues.
As he improves in this skill, lie orders the card series without hearing
the story. The length of the series lepends upon the ability of the child.

19. Other activities:

1. Expose a picture containing a number of items. Remove and
have your child tell as many things as they t memlber seeing.

, Describe some object and ;,Ave your child guess what it is:
"1 am thinking of something little and white with long ears
and a snort tail and pink eves, etc." Have lim try to visualize
while object is being described. Describe the clothes and
appearanze of some child until ho can guess who is being described.



Have your child count or name rows of objects from left to
right. Count with the finger, then count with the eyes.

20. There are a variety of educational games and puzzles that may be
purchased at most large department stores. These puzzles and games are too
numerous to mention in this report. The names and addresses of some of
these "games" and their publishers are supplied in the index of this report.

21. Puzzles made from large magazine pictures but are cut into square
pieces to insure the child's assembly is based on the picture content
rather than the configurations of the various pieces.



VII. VENAL EXPRESSIONS OR ENCODING

Remedial or Developmental Activities

Verbal Expression, or Encoding, is the ability to put ideas into
spoken words. It is measured by a subtext which asks the child to
describe simple objects such as a block and ball.

1. Show and Tell. It is easier to get a child "started" at
show and tell if he has a concrete object to tell initially.

2. Games such as "Heavy, heavy hangs over your head." The
child describes the object so that another can guess what it is

3. Have the child describe an object in the classroon, or on
the playground, and the other children try to guess what he is
thinking about.

4. Tape recorders can be most helpful with children low in
vocal expression. Tape a short story, let him listen as many times
as he wants, and then tape his retelling of the story. After a field
trip, let the children tape their impressions and play it back the
next day.

5. Have the child tell about a picture he drew. Or pass out
picture cards of a category such as animals, toys, food, or clothing;
have the child tell all he can about his picture without telling what
it is, and have others guess.

6. Ask the child to respond to such statements as: "If a space-
man walked on the school ground, what would you do?" "If you could
climb up anything, what would you clim"

7. Let the child do role playing with homemade costumes, situatiens,
or puppets,

.8. Play games with giving and following directions, having the
child give the directions with others following.

9. Toy telephones often stimulate vocal play with less talkative
children.

For further information: Jo Bush's Aids to Psycholinuistic Teaching.
(Merrill), and Robert Vallett's The Remecllation of Learning Disabilities
(Fearon Publishers).

lELT92si

One should consider investigating the home environment to see what
barriers to communication exist there and attempt to overcome them through
parent-teacher conferences. A child's unwillingness to communicate may



be attributed to several factors in the home environment. Among them are:

1. Lack of social experience.

Friction between patents causing the child to feel insecure.

3. "Children should be seen, nt heard" type of discipilne in the

Successful brothers and sisters with whom he is unable to com.

5. An overdominant or overpossessive parent t.hc makes decisionsthe child and criticises his attempts at attaining pendence.

6. Standards of sp -!c1-1, cleanliness, manners or behavior which arctoo high.

7. His early mistakes were ridiculed, a- d when he does achieve success,he is ignored.

Next to the child's parents, teachers in the primary grades are pr oblblythe most influential persons in his life.

Children with vocal expression problems are the children for whom"show and tell" was invented. Ironically, they are often the children 4hodo not participate.

Teachers may identify with a child having a vocal expression problemand exuse him from speech activities because he does not talk well. Suchnegative identification leads to negative reenforceMent of the deficiencyrather, than remediation. To overcome this hurdle it may be necessary todo a little campaigning on behalf of the child. Success breeds successis oral communication. The classroom teacher can develop the poor oralskills of a child by providing speech experiences that are simple andsuccessful. The teacher may have to begin at a very primitive level byasking questions which are short and specific. During discussion,participation is gradually increased. The following are some specificremediation techniques that are adaptable to the classroom teacher.

1. Choral speaking is of considerable value in helping to developexpressive speech because it provides the "shy" child with a relativelynon-threatening speech experience. The emphasis on rhythm and patterningin choral speech should help the child to develop these skills in spontaneousspeech. Also helpful is group singing of simple folk songs such as "JohnBrown's Baby," which involves motoric gestures to accompany the verses.Encourage the children to create new verses to add to the story of thesong.

2. Reporting at the primary level is usually in the form "sharingor show and tell" experiences.
Even though the bonus for communicationis singularly on the child, he has the advantage of selecting the subjectmatter:or objects which interest him. Some preparatory work may be neededto encourage the child who needs this experience to "volunteee" and toinsure that the experience meets with some success. Teachers should becautious about fulfilling their responsibilities as a listener in all ofthese activities.
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3. The "What Am I?" game can be played in the classroom. A numberof objects can be placed on a table. The teacher should begin the activto provide a model for the children. Clues are given describing t11c=according to color, function, size, etc. Reverse the roles and havechild try to describe on object. Instead of allowing the children tcorrect object sin each clue, have him eliminate the objects wdo not fit the description, thereby narrowing the choice of items.

the

4. Group diseussionS and conversation should be oriented toward thesolution of problems which are real and immediate to the children. Placingthe child with a vecal expressive problem into a smaller group reduces thecommunicative streL.s, thereb providing him with a greater opportunity
express his own 'ideas.

. Have the child teach a skill or concept to the other members ofthe class. Depending on the child's abilities and interest areas, severalideas can be improvised to fit the particular child's needs. A progressreport from a committee could be an assignment for a child having vocal
expressive difficulties. Perhaps a task involVing motor activity as well,would maeo speaking less difficult. Fo example, the child could explainhow to cut out and color a special geomctric form, while demonstratingeach step.

6. Role playing is often cited as a means of encouraging greater e=verbalization. The re-living of familiar experiences with appropriate
role assignments provide much in the way of release of aggressive feelingsand self-expression. Example situations are: playing house, going to thedoctor, telling mommy about a problem, going to the store and dealinga bully.

Frequently, the child who does not readily communicate with adults willidentify with and relate to a puppet. A sample would be to dramatize enimaginary situation such as, "What would you do if .... you saw a fireburning next door, Martians landed in your back yard, you were a bearlooking for honey, etc." Role playing can also be done with mock tele-
phone conversations in which the child assumes an adult role. Dramatizationssuch as emergencies, taking a message, what to say when mother isn't home,etc. are other possibilities.

7. Encourage dramatization of folk tales with simple' plots. The formof dramatization which provides maximum self-expression for the child with
a vocal expressive problem is the type in which the action and dialogue arespontaneous. A child uses language more freely and spontaneously when
performing an activity playfully.

Consequently, although the major ideaof a well-known fairy tale is used, encourage impromptu acting which does
not require memorizing lines and actions.

B. There are several activities which tie the telling of stories intooral experiences for children.

At the beginning level the child may be asked tryto fill in the
missing word in a sentence.

b. Words may be filled in, in a longer story, or a flannel board
story may be utilized with the children anticipating what is
going tp take place next.
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c. The teacher may select a story to tell up to a certain point,then stop and have the children supply their own endings tothe tale.

A more advanced level would be to have one child begin astory then pass it on to the next child, who must carry theplot in whatever direction he chooses. Visual aids such asthe picture cards of the Peabody Languace Development Kits(Levels 1 and 2) provide excellent stimuli for tellingstories. The Sheldon, Ginn and Scott Foresman ReadingReadiness or Basic Reader series provide a wealth ofindividual and sequence pictures which lend themselvesto the telling of stories.

e. The most interesting stories to children are their- own
real-life experiences. Classroom activities such as fieldtrips to the zoo, the dairy, the fire station, etc. can heutilized in various ways. Th0 child could give a special
report offering background

information about the place tobe visited. Flannel board cut-outs could be made by thechild or teacher. Besides being excellent visual aids,the flannel cut-outs would provide a motoric "distraction"for the self-conscious speaker.

Upon returning from a field trip, a class discussion isan excellent opportunity far the teacher to ask the childwith a vocal expressive problem to summarize the visit,give his opinion of the outing, etc.



VIII. MANUAL EXPRESSIONS

1emedial or Developmental Activities

Manual expressions is the ability to express ideas by
gestures. It is measured by showing the child an object and asking
him to show the motion for manipulating it (e.g., drinking from a cup).

1. Have the child act out an activity or pantomine a word in a
spelling lesson or a social studies situation, such as "sharpening a
pencil," "talkilg on the telephone," "eating lunch." Suggested panto-
mine might be written on clips of paper to be drawn by the children
in turn.

2. Acting out action poems or song., as "This is the way we
our clothes, iron our clothes, rake the leaves." (The Activity
Pictures from the Peabody Language Development Kit, Level I, correlate
well with this activity).

Finger play games; "bear hunts,"lion hunts."

4. "Follow the Leader" or "Do as I Do" are good group activities.

5. For older children, acting out book reports of the part
enjoyed most instead of telling it.

G. Musical chairs, or Fruit Basket Turnover.

7. Charades can be as easy or as complex a needed.

For further information: Jo Bush's Aids to Psycholinquistic Teaching $7.9
(Merrill), and Robert Valett's The Remedia_ op cif Learning Disabilities,
$12.50 (Fearon Publishers)

.



Manual Expressions

Informal Gusting

1. Test the child's ability to perform with more common objects,by presenting pictures and asking him to demonstrate how he would use a:a. bar of soap
b. tooth brush
c. comb
d. broom
e. drinking glass.

2. Present actual objects, asking the child to demon-trate theiruse. One may use the same, objects as indicated under 41.

3. Name particular objects and ask the child to demonstrate theiruse. This is requesting something different of -:he child.. If he ishaving difficulty at the auditory perceptual level, his responses maybe different on this task.

Request abstract expressions from the child.
a. Show me how you feel when you are ang.v.
b. Show me happiness.
e. Show me loneliness.
d. Show me how you say good -bye.
e. Show me how you feel when you are cold.

5. Have the child pantomixte a well-known story or verse that theexaminer is to guess, such as Jack and Jill or Humpty-Dumoty. Thu
examiner may want to give a few suggestions so that he is in a betterposition to guess, especially if he feels that the accuracy of hisguess may be important to the child. If this is presented as a game,the child may derive genuine pleasure from the activity and the
examiner may gain much information about how well the child can expresshimself motorically.

6. Determine the child's gross motor
a. Does he dress himself?
b. Does he ride a bicycle?
c. Does he enter into physical activities in school, such-

as coloring or block-building?
d. Can he balance himself on a swing?
e. Are his facial expressions normal for a child of his age?

. Gross auditory discrimination may be assessed with the use ofbells, horns, drums, and other widely varying no:_semakers
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Remediation

1. Gesture sequence matching.
Have the child imitate the movements of the teacher. Thoseshould be meaningful movements and the examiner should bo sure the

child knows what they are doing. Some examples are pretending to
eat, combing hair, swooping floor, etc. If the child is unable toperform at this level, actual objects should be used at first.

2. Use of objects without the teacher demon`rr.tion. The child
will develop the feel of the objects as he experimen.,s with them.

3. Use of pictures,

The child acts out what he sees in the pictures.

4. Directed activity.
The teacher suggests activities and the child acts them out.

This may be 5 eversed with the child acting out an activity :for the
teacher to guess.

5. Building awareness of emotional expression.
The teacher first demonstrates expressions of emotion; involves

the child in the expressions and eventually has the child demonstrate
various emotions with clues from him. PictUres mar be used to provide
visual clues.

6. singing some songs that have accompanying motions such as
"Here we go Round the Mulberry Bush" and "Do your Ears Hang Low."
After the child knows the song and the motions, the examiner may
have the child "sing" the song silently and just perform the motion.

7. Pantomiming stories and ver-
One suggestion is to act out classes of words such as ":Guess

what instrument I'm playing" and "Guess what I am ridng." Another
suggestion is to act out dramatic play situations, without using words.
For example, "Pretend you arc talking to a man who is deaf. He is a
salesman in a store and you want to buy a boat... a baseball bat...
a lawn mower." The examiner may want to assume the other role. The
examiner and the child may switch roles. Another suggestion is
"Pretend you are in France and you cannot speak French. Go to a
doctor... a barber shop."



Iornal Remediation Techniques for Motor Coordination acid Perception

1. The lei agnosis and Re mediation of 1 _ycholinguistic Disabilit'eq 7)In this look, several case studies are cited and remediationsused are included. Some general areas covered were:
a. Teaching the meanings of such words as "over' "under" and"inside"
b. Physical activities, such as ball throwing and swim=minge. Role-playing

d. Development of awareness of body parts
e. Obstacle courses
f. Finger painting

g. Developthont of self-help skills, such as buttoning_
h. Uso of Simen Says game
i. Walking board and balance board
j. Tactual dynamics

k. Development of rhythm
1. Writing and drawing activities.

2. The Diagnosis and Treatment of Speech and P=Llcjm
Delacato's material is very controversial. Some of theremediation techniques may prove appropriate for a particular child.His therapy consists of two basic concepts:
a. Neurological organization

1. sleep pattern

2. cross-walking.
b. Laterality

1. Footednoss and handedness
2. Eye dominance.

3. Experience-Centered Language Program (23)
This is a now program. It is described as designed to "increase

social competency, to initiate, develop and improve skills in vocabulary,language and speech." It is for kindergartens,
first grades and specialeducation classes. There are seventeen units, all utilizing manipula-tive materials.

4. Montessori (33)

Dr. Montessori's philosophy of motor education is that if leftto himself, the child will be disorderly in his movements. She hasdeveloped a unique plari for guiding children precisely in their motordevelopment. Areas which she covers include:
a. fastening

b. washing, dressing
c. sitting, rising, taking up and laying down objects
d. care of household objects
e. gardening

f. gymnastic exercises

g. development of rhythm
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Her materials include:

a. cylinders decreasing in diameter, in heigit and in both
diameter and height

b. wooden cubes, wooden prisms and colored rods
c. soft versus rough materials
d. cabinet with 6 drawers of framed shape., circles,

rectangles, triangles, polygons, various other figures
and 4 blanks and 2 irregular figures

e. sound boxes
. , .

f. nested boxes

g. musical bAls
Montessori's suggested uses of these materials are multiple. It isrecommended that the interested examiner familiarize himself with herwork.

5. The Effect of a Rhythmic and Sensory Motor Activity
Program on Perceptual Motor Spatial Abilities of Kindergartenchild

The program was based on the theoretical constructs of Barschand Kephart. Activities include:
a. Visual dynamics, see and move
b. Auditory dynamics, hear and move
c. Dynamic balance, both sides of body
d. Spatial awareness
e. Tactual dynamics, feel and move
f. Body awareness
g. Rhythm-movement

.

I-1 Flexibilit=y, change of tempo, movement patterns, etc.
i.jInilatoral and bilateral movements
Following the use of this program 3 hours a week for 7 weeks,the mean gain in motor encoding for the experimental group was 27.2months

6. The Slow Learner in the Classroom (26)--

iKephart's book- s filled with suggested activities suitable fordeveloping motor coordination. These activities are appropriate to thetests presented in the book. They include detailed instructions underthe following headings:

a. Chalkboard training
b. Clock game, for directionality training
c. Drawing and copying
d. Sensory-motor training

This includes use of the walking board, balance board,
trampoline and angel in the snow

e. Training ocular control
f. Training form perception



7. A calide to Novemont Exploration (as)
This program is based on two premises, that physical and mental

growth are interrolated and that confidence gained in physical activity
will transfer into other area of endeavor. There are 7 steps in the
movement exploration orogram. Locomotor activities include walking,
running, jumping, hopping, sliding, skipping, leaping, and general
locomotion. Apparat:us use included norizontal laddcr, horizontal bar,
turning bars, ladder, tables, hurdles, stairs, balance board, walking
board, balls, hula hoops, wands, tires, stilts, and flash cards printed
with circles, souaros, roctangles, triangles, letters and words.
Rhythmic themes are included as arc programs for confined arcas. There
are extensive lesson plans :or the 4th grade and brief lessor plans
for a full year for kindergarten through 6th grade.

8: Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects (13)
Fernald's matortal was dove loped for the child who had no

reading ability. Her emphasis is on tactile contact, but
this is not the total program. Sho has a definite approach to the
teaching of readim:. Some of her strongest emrhases are on the following:

a. Finger i..)ntt is important in tracing (not pencil).
Ii. The child should always write the word without locking

at Lilo or copy.
c. The word should always be written as a urit.
d. Words should always be used in context.
e. The individual must say each part of the word either

to himself or aloud as he traces it and .is he writes it.
f. Whatever the individual writes must be typed for him

and road [iv him before too long an interval.
She also proscribes methods for correction cf partial reading

disability, reversals or inversions.

9. School Readiness (22)

This whole Lmok-; by Ilg and Ames, consists of evaluation and
suggested remodiatic)n. The techniques are suited to the needs found
in the child.

10. School Readiness Survey (25)

Following the administration of this survey, the parent is
guided in a program of readying his child for school. It is urged
that these activities be a game for the child, not a drill. Parents
are encouraged to enrich their children's experiences through trips,
exercises, social activities, use of tools, utensils, and construction
materials- Some suggested activities are

a. Discrimination of form
1. Separate coins
2. PreSCLIt child with assortment of nuts and bolts

be fitted together
3. Place assortment of objects in bag, and ask for

speci.7ic object



b. Card games

Q. Symbol matching as buttons, coins, cards, etc.

11. valett DevAopmontal Survey of Basic Learning Abilities (44)
The purpos,2 of this Eestris to PEITTO=55-117aaloarning

programs. Remediation is based on Kephart for motor integration and
physical development and on Montessori and Pernald for tactile dis-
crimination and visual-motor coordination. Por conceptual development,
use of Cuisenaire tcci suggestod.

12. l i rry-Buktenica Developmental Test

The following outline shows the assessment and teaching
strategy for visual-motor skills:

Test Level V; visual-Motor Integration
Down Level IV: Visual Perception

Level III; Tracing
Level II T
Level I;

actual-Kinesthetic dense
Motor Proficiency

of Visual-Motor Integration (6)

Remediatl

Remediation suggestions are given for each of the five levels.

13. Prostig Program for Development of Visual Perception (14)

Training activities are presented for each of the five areastested, activities involving individual and group participation. Thefive areas are Eye-Motor Coordination, Figure-Ground, Constancy ofShape, Position in Space and Spatial Relationships. Work sheets areavailable for each area. It is important that the teacher befamiliar with this total program before attempting to utilie anyportion of it.

14= Winterhaven Perceptual Copy Forms (46)
Included in this test _e remedial materials -d a suggestedprogram for remediation.



'I VISUAL

Remedial or Developmental Activities

1. The child is to identify indistinct
representations of a familiarobject or thing. For example, the shadow or silhouette is presented tothe child for identification. The areas that could be most easily usedas cues for identification

are pointed out and discussed. Gradually theblots can be chosen that have definite forms.

2. Identify forms in clouds; for example, show a picture of a cloudand ask children what they sue in the cloud. This may be difficult atfirst, so the teacher should point out discernible shares so the childrencan "learn" to sou shapes.

3. Pictures are available (e.g. Highlights
Magazine) that have hiddenforms such as witches in the grass, or with squirrels hidden in the pic-ture content. The child is to identify or color those hidden forms.

4. Identify pictures of objects enmeshed in a busy background. Thisis like the figure-ground perception exercises of the Gestalt psychologist.For example; a picture is presented with many figures - squares, triangles,diamonds, rectangles- and circles - and the child must pick out the formsprescribed by the teacher, This is a complex visual discrimination activitythat uses some closure skills.

5. Identifying and completion partially drawn pictures is an effectiveclosure remediation. This should progress from gross to subtle. Atfirst it may be necessary to put the completed form beside the incompleteform so the child can use it as a model. The child may identify the missingpart but be unable to complete it, which suggests a lack of visual-meterintegrative organization, which usually accompanies (or may be) a closureproblem.

At a more complex level, a partially completed picture may be shown,and the children are asked to identify it.' It may be necessary as fewerare provided, to gradually (or in stages) complete the picture until itis organized. This is an effective
group exercise for the chalkboard

1

or with an overhead projector.

Completing forms or designs by noting the discrepancies betweenthe model and their nearly identical but incomplete forms, for example,



This can proceed from gross to subtle difference.

7. Completing familiar forms or shape by dots or numbers. For ex-
ample, the child observes a set of ddts and must discover that when completed
it will be a number, letter or picture.

This can be done in stages, that is indisc Iant y filling in the
line between the dots, until the figures is _ntified. A simple modifi-
cation would be to have before the child a group of the shapes or forms
completed. The subject is to compare the completed forms with the dotted
forms and note the similarity and finally put them in pairs.

na
This is particularly affe_cti,ve whin young retarded chilctron cannot

e forms, letters or numbers.
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Language Learning AsiJivi!:ier: is an ,7,f:eollc,nt for ,:nvrii-n
activities ns well I other grammatJ. t:lo-re functions.
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asking the child to fill in with either cr are and to_ror,wi.L,yhQ
entire sentence. Coy:responding rActuren are helr,ful. "Jano Inher room; Jane and Bill in thir cc

4. Encourage the Child to answer in complete 5;entenc054. Ann!er
questions, 1 11 dlc2s, incomniete Fenences.

5. "Brainstorm" on oppoites, same-different, rh,ming words, and
paired responses (hammor-nall, sleep-7-bed, oto.)

6. Practice in using the correct singular or plural form of missinowords: The mother mouse had five baby ." "T have two feet, oneright and one loft

7. older children, raw,/ the Ccairtnial Games, using wellknown TV commercials. The tcacilerq.ivca the first FLIT: words, and Mot
the child commlPte.

8. Choral sneaking activitis, or choral reading.

For further information: Jo Bush's Aids to Psycholinguistic Teaching
(Merrill), and Robert Valott's The Remediation of Learning Disbilities
(Fearon Publishers).



Research has shown the importance cif oral language development
prior to the initiation e -earring instruction. Continued oral
language development necessary for progress in reading achieve-
ment.

Deutsch 1963) has suggested that the
e-,language (ir th off cu

deprived children may be hindered by tho schools' ircing LDt Lang -gc
skill without providing rerectual training.

Deutsch ) 1963) further stated that the ability to _i_. to the
syntactical regular It i c el language is a prorec u.i sit to ached 1
success. Thus, the culturally deprived chill who lacks auditory d is-
criminatien and tho ability to sustain attention 4a ompolinds t .qty
learning situation. Young deprived children are probably maturation-
ally ready for more complex language functions than the' exhibit.
However, the lower class home appears to foster speccth sequences "ch arc
limited temporally and of poor syntactical structure. Language function
taught in the nursery school and kindergaitent once acquieed,
self-reinforcing through use. Thu communication with peers or even one-
self increases the offectivonoss. In school the oral language proficency
of children seems to be enhanced bv the instruct onal programs which
provide specific ix:actice in articulation, voice control, usage and other
elements of oral e:Tression-

Levels of usage may be described as: l) The illiterate level-
2) The homely level. 3) Standard English, informed level. 4) Standard
English, formal 5) The literary level. The instructional goal for
a child completing sixth;.ixt-h grade should bc_ easy use of standard Eng l ish
at the informal level.

A frank discussion with the children in fifth and sixth grade that
speech is the b,si4 upon which an individual is evaluated, rightly or
wrongly, should be undertaken.

1. Repetition of tapping ,tterns and/or drum rhythms. The sub-
ject .; instructe-1instructed to listen carefully to the patterns to be presented.Init Ly, begin with simple beat patterns and increase the complexity
of the patterns. Various materials which may be utilized includn:
drum beats, clappina hands, piano keys or simply reproducing the
pattern by tapping the table. In this manner the subject is ourragLc
to "listen" and "Do exactly that I do."

Identifying objects from the examiner's descripL
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Records and Tapes

1. Bresnahan, 1 a and W L Prenovost. Lets Listen. Boston: Ginn and Co.

Three long-playing rocords with 16 lessons in auditory discrimina-
tion with attention to wor endings, beginnings, and rhymes.

Bowman -ds: itti litory Communication for the Hard of Hearing.

Educational Record Sales.
157 Chambers Street
New York

4. Emerson, Nora. Rainbow lythms .LorChildren. Georgia: Emory
University, 1952.

Evans, Ruth. ChildhoodRhythme.
P 0 Branch X - Box 132
Springfield, .121s

6. Larson, Laila. Consonant Sound Discrimination. Indiana: Indiana
University, 195©.

7. Lowell, Edgar. PluiLy Ear. Los Angeles: Wolf - Publishing Co., 1960.

Larson, Laila. Recordings for Auditory Training. The Volta Review,
1951, 51:461-62.

9. Parker, Javne. Sounds Like Fun. Illinois Interstate Printers
and Publishers Inc. 1962

10. Ronneri, Eleanor. Learning to Look and Listen. New York: Bureau of
Public Teachers College, 1951.

11. Russell, David. Listening Aide Through the Grades. New York:

Columbia University, 1959.Bureau of Public Teachers Colleg

12. Saifer- Daniel. -The Listening Book. Mis t u i: Webster Publishing.

13. Scott Foresman and Co. Sounds Around Us. -New York.

14. Scott, Wood and Donaldson. Listening Ti Missouri: Idaho:
Caxton Printer, 1954.

Scott, Wood and Donaldson. Listening Games. Ages 4-6.

16. Stanbow Publishers. We peak Through Music. Valhalla, New York.

17 Utley, Jean. What's Its Name? Urbana: University of Illinois Pre



BOWL

1. Dicarlo, Louis. A T:,anual for Auditory Training. (Mimeographed)
Consists of 24 lessons, Phase I and II. Phase I stresses
making finer (%scrimination amoncf sounds that are similtx
acoustically. Moreover, suggestions for increasing
auditory memory.

2. John Tracy Clinic Manual. SO .Jost Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
A comiLiote manual for us,- by parents in training deaf and hard

of hearing children betweon the ages of preschool and 5 years.
Man- activities may be modified to assist in increasing memory span.

',IATERIALS AND BIBLTOGRAPHY FOR ITPA

AUDITOR PvrIPTTTnN (Audi tory Der_oai no)

American Guidar(,r, Service:

Peabody Language Development Kits:
Level 4P., -Mental Ages 3-5 $125.00
Level U., Mental Ages 411 - 52.00
Level 42, Mental Ages 6-8 65.00
Level 43, Mental Ages 7)! - 05 50.00

L. W. Singer Company:
We Learn to Listen, Book of Activities, ea. .78

Houghton mifflinCompany:
Listen and Do Record and Masters 39.00

Follett Publishing Company:

Listen and Hoar, and Junior Listen and Hear Sets

18.00 & 22.00
Come and Hoar, a First tar Training Book
and Picture cards, ea. .69

Developmental Learning Materials:

Auditory Training with use of Rhythm. Band

Instruments
Buzzer Board

Auditorv-Familiar Sounds Tape

E'2EhlY7Cart-1,
Listening Games and Language Games, ea.

--w-Hill, Educational Developmental Laboratories:
------- 7

Liston and Think Program

2.25

6.75

2.95

2.25

75.00



I

Auditor Reception (Auditor- Decoding) continued

Listening Skill Builders from various SRA Kits:
Language Nlaster; and Tape Recorders.

Eduational R1,cord Sales:

Ear Traiiing For t diddle Grades (Record)

Holt, Rinehart ana ,unston:
Sounds an ;:.itterns of Language

sito and Play31._ool 1,uy:-1es approximately (7.P

125.00

1.S5
nevi Learning aterAals:

Spatial ':4.elation Picture Cards
1.00Lite Brie
2.05Parquetry Designs
3.75Pegboard
1.50Cube Bloc!ks
1.75

VISUAL RECEPTION (Vimlal Decoclinq

Speech and Language Materials:
Partial Pictures, Alphabet and Numbers Set 4.75

Milton Bradley Company:

9.00
Clasen ire Corporation:

Cuisenaire Reds, Classrocm. Kit, or separatx components 57.50

SRA (Science Research Associates):
Math for Kindergarten,

Specimen Set

John G. Miller
(Amarillo, Texas):

Phonics: First Workbook and Key Charts.

SRA Detect Proqram

Follett Publishing Company:
Frostig, complete or specific remediation program;

complete program with masters, or specific
remedial activities available separately.

Come and coG ea.

5.75

258.00

P6.00

.60



AUDITORY ASSOCIATIO'l

Educationai: oord8ales:
Singing Pounds, two records, ea.
Listeninq Time, 3 records, ea.
Listc.ninr Skill for Pre-Readers, ea.

5.95

5.95

4.98

Continental Press:

Reading-Thinking Skills, box 3.50

Educational Sorvice, Incorporated:
SPICE: Reading for :loaning Sections are particularly

applicable, pn. 27-69, 149-155, 201-212.

Appleton-Century-Croft:
Language Lotto, 6 box set 45.00

Children's Music Center:
Sound Concepts (City Noisy Book, Country Noisy

Beek, rocord and accompanying book) Set

Educational Projections Cor oration:
Readiness Reading Program, used with Model 888

Viewer, includes-viewer

Dexter and Westbrook:

Riddle, Riddle Rhyme Time
Fun wi.th Words
We Read Sentences
Pronoun Parade, Der box

American (--uidance Service:
Peabody Kits

VISUAL ASSOCIATION

Milton Bradley:
Bilton Bradley:

Flannel Board Aids:

Pictures that Rhyme, Opposites, Beginning Sounds,
Seasons, Farm Animals, ea.

Assorted Lotto Games

Continental Press:
Inconcruities in Picture*
Pattern Completion
Thinking Skills, per box

62

5.00

485.00

4.50

2.50

3.50



Visual Association -

Ideal:

Peqboard:

r-Aosites, ea.

Oppositos,

Opposites, seauences,
1-)r comr,onents available separatolv)

Iustructe:

classiFication inlo Instfucto Activity Kit
;cover rn Oprc)sLt_os AuLLYitv Kit

Conc(TL huilders

Toachinq Transparenci, Intracto:
Learning the Alphabct
Toll tHQ :o 'anc fjnq

::ay to Jocil I Saw

SR.A: Detect Program ,..2emolote

Dovelo)mental Learning Materials.:
Association 1:11,:ture Cards

Follett Publishing company:
P.coti,j Program of Visual rercoption, complete or

SoeciFjc remediation rl:w=!ram.

MANUAL EXPRESSION (tlotor Encodirir

1.50

1.50

30.00

4.50
3.95

4.95

3.95
3.95
3.95

285.00

1.00

Charles Merrill Pooks, Incorporated:
Purdue PercopLual-otor Survey

(lemeaial ActJvities included in the Survey) 4.95

Ail-Florida School FquIrav:
RhytNn i,o,:ords (Physical .Fitress)

Educational Tecol-4. caleff-

Creative Rhythm, sot of four albums, ea.

Develoing Body-Spavo Prcertion Motor Skills,
2 records, ea-

Dance-A-iitory, 4 albums

VOCAL EXPRFSSION Jocal ce;:ting)

Ideal:

Transparencies - On Way to School I Saw,
Toll the Story, Change La Ending, ea._

4.95

7:50

4.98
12.50.

3.95



Vocal Ex res vocal Encoding) - continued

Davi. Scott:

Teaching Pictures, ea. 1.98

_PJ-1,229

Charles E. Merrill Books, Inco a-ed:
Using -rience Charts with Children

Eye-Gate House: (146-01 Archer Avenue, Jamaica, N. Y.)
Filmstrips:

Name the Right Word, Synonyms, Homonyms, and
Find Another Word

Read and Tell, See and Tell (nine strips, ea.)

RAMRATIC CLOSURE (Auditor -Vocal Automatic

Dexter and '-stbrook:
We Read Sentences, box 4.50

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai7B'rith:
Bereiter and Engelmann's Language Learning Activities, 760

(New York: 315 Lexington Avenue, New York 10016)
(Miami Office: 907 Seyhold Building, Miami, Florida 33132
Mr. Arthur Teitelbaum)

Scott Foresman:

Letter and Word Cards, Set 1 and 2, ea. 1.02

11-1Y2L112Y:

Word and Phrase Sentence Builder, ea.

Together We Speak, Choral Readisas

Teacher's PublishingCoaTally
Choral Speaking and Speech Improvement
Verse Choir in the Elementary School

AUDITORY MEMORY (Auditor ,--Vocal Sequential)

Educational Record Sales:
Rhythmic Activities Records, ea.

Call_in'Rosponsu,
Counting Games-and Rhythms,. ea.

1.25

2.25

2.25

4.95
4.25
4.25



Auditory_ Meniorjr (Audits -ry-Vocal e.uential critinued

Choral Speaking Resource Materials listed under
Grammwic Closure would be useful

Lan age M _er (Bell and Howell) and Tape Recorders,
using nrerecorded sequences to be repeated or
written by the child.

VISUAL MEMORY (Visual-Motor Sequential)

250.00

MiltonIALnlq92-2211Y;
Memory Game 2.00

Seuuence Cards 1.25

Flannel Board Story Kits 2.50

Link Letters .60

Beads and Pegboards

Instruoto:
Let's Learn Sequence 3.50

All- Florida. Supply.
Judy, 3ce Ouees Sets, ea. 1.00- 1.95

Developmental Learning Materials:
Dot to Dot Pattern Sheets

ential Pictures

Charles E. Merrill Book -cor-orated:

Nikki, first grade level
Uncle Funny Bunny, second grade level

(Those have good sequencing exercises)

Balsam Products:
Anagrams

4.00
1.00

.96

.96

2.00



Teachers. College Press, Columbia University, 1951:
Games from Reading s Through the Grades,-by
Russell and Karp, particularly games 151, 197,
162, 44, 45, and 59.

Teachers Publishing Cornoration: Darien Connecticut, 1963
Games from Language Games, Wagner, Hosier, and
Blockman, particularly games 5. 61, 29, and 39.

A 1-Flotida School ]'Lipply Company, P.O. Box 2313, Jacksonville, Florida
32202

P rican Guidance Service, Publisher's Bldg., Circle Pi Minn. 55014

Eeckley-Cardy, 1900 N. Narragansett, Chicago, Ill. 60639

Bell and Howell, Ronald A. Trumble Box 1266, Jacksonville Beach,
Florida 32050

Charles E. Merrill rooks, Inc., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus,

Ohio 43216
Cuisenaire Co. of America, 12 Church Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10800

David C. Cook Pub. Co., 850 North Grove Ave., Elgin, Ill. 60120

Developmental Learning Materials, 3505 North Ashland Avenue,
Chicago, Iii. 60657

Dexter & Westbrook, Ltd., 111 B. Centre Ave., Rockville Centre, N.Y. 11571

Educational Activities, P.O. B &c 392, Freenort, N.Y. 11.520

Educational Develoomental Lab., Inc., Div. McGraw-Hill, Systems
for Learning, Inc., 51 W. Washington Orlando, Florida 32801

Educational Projections Corp., 527 S. Commerce St., q-arci -Miss. 39201

-----
Educational Record Sales, 157 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

Educational Service, P.O. Box 219, tevensville, Michigan 49127

Follett Pub. Co., 1010 t^ . Wash oton Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60607

Holt, Rinehart & Winst Inc., 383 ladi.. on Avenue, Flew York, N.Y. 10017

L. W. Singer Co., 249 W. Erie Blvd., Syracuse, New York 13201

Scott Foresman, 3145 Piedmont Rd., N. E. Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Speech and La.ncjuage Materials, Inc., P.O. Box 721, Tulsa, Okla. 74101
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